SC Criminal Justice Academy
2014 Basic Law Enforcement Job Task Analysis
On May 13, 2014, a panel of fourteen officers from various departments and four Academy instructors
participated in a two day workshop to validate and update the 2005 Job Task for Basic Law Enforcement. The
workshop was guided by Jennifer Tatum and Kathy Danielsen from Standards, and John Yarborough from
Training. A list of all the panel members is attached along with all recommendations.
During the workshop the panel recommended that a block of instruction for “Dusting and Lifting Latent
Fingerprints” be developed and implemented in the BLE program. This was discussed and found to be an option
during the existing Crime Scene block of instruction taught in week four.
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Item #
Job Task Item
1
Check condition and status of patrol vehicle and equipment.
2
Provide escort for merchants' bank deposits.
3
Investigate/Observe suspicious vehicles.
4
Question suspicious persons.
5
Stand continuously for more than half a shift.
6
Participate in large scale searches.
7
Maintain updated information concerning wanted persons, vehicles, etc.
8
Respond to crimes in progress.
9
Respond to high-risk crimes in progress.
10
Serve as a dispatcher at headquarters.
11
Assist stranded motorists.
12
Direct traffic using hand signals and gestures.
13
Identify suspected drug samples.
14
Review recent court ruling.
15
Fingerprint persons for other than criminal reasons (job applications).
16
Respond to a hostage situation.
17
Interview doctors, teachers, parents, neighbors, etc., about reported cases of child abuse.
18
Work in plainclothes on special assignment.
19
Assist people who are physically challenged.
20
Give descriptions to other officers.
21
Mediate civil disputes.
22
Perform weather-watch service.
23
Transport medical supplies.
24
Inspect vehicles for compliance with vehicle code.
25
Monitor traffic and enforce traffic laws including bicycle and pedestrian traffic.
26
Participate in traffic patrol tactics.
27
Respond to requests for street directions.
28
Conduct a non-swimming rescue (rope, pole, floatation device).
29
Respond to an incident involving counterfeit money, check fraud and/or forgery.
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Item #
Job Task Item
30
Take custody of lost and found property.
31
Stand for more than eight hours.
32
Read court papers to determine proper action.
33
Use alternatives to photographs for identifications (artists' sketches, etc.).
34
Investigate injuries to prisoners.
35
Check individual businesses for compliance with licensing requirements.
36
Advise crime victims of crime prevention programs.
37
Distribute material for public relations.
38
Visit schools.
39
Pursue fleeing suspect on foot after losing visual contact.
40
Advise parents of their juvenile's violations.
41
Evacuate persons from dangerous and/or life threatening situations.
42
Attend DataMaster refusal hearing as arresting officer.
43
Obtain medical exam for DUI suspect.
44
Collect fines when under court order.
45
Attach property under court order.
46
Serve subpoenas.
47
Administer first aid.
48
Transport injured arrested persons.
49
Administer CPR.
50
Deliver babies.
51
Engage in Emergency Vehicle Response in congested and open areas.
52
Advise persons of constitutional rights.
53
Explain arrest action to onlookers.
54
Request bystanders to assist in an apprehension.
55
Guard prisoners at facilities other than a jail (hospital, doctor, etc.).
56
Participate in strategy/planning for arrests.
57
Search crime scenes for evidence.
58
Search for lost, missing, or wanted persons.
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Job Task Item
59
Document chain of custody for evidence.
60
Climb through windows, openings, crawl spaces, etc. to assist victim(s) or unconscious person(s).
61
Search victims for personal property/identification.
62
Record location of physical evidence at scene.
63
Submit evidence to SLED, FBI, and/or ATF laboratory for analysis.
64
Advise victims of crime of their options and rights.
65
Conduct on-the-scene suspect identification (show-up, one-on-one).
66
Establish modus operandi (M.O.) of a suspect.
67
Review records and pictures of suspects.
68
Verify reliability and credibility of witnesses.
69
Talk with informants.
70
Interview medical personnel to obtain information concerning an incident.
71
Describe contributing factors in a collision.
72
Interview drivers of vehicles involved in a collision.
73
Measure skidmarks.
74
Take precautions to prevent additional collisions at collision scene.
75
Set priorities and then direct activities at scenes of collision investigations.
76
Inform driver of towed or impounded vehicle's location.
77
Participate in ride-along programs where the community is offered a look at departmental operations.
78
Dispose of evidence no longer needed or upon court order.
79
Update records of warrants served.
80
Discuss case with prosecutor before and after legal proceedings.
81
Appear for testimony in legal proceedings without being called to testify.
82
Respond to riot, other large demonstrations, or large gatherings.
83
Participate in firearms training.
84
Participate in physical training.
85
Subdue suspect using grips or holds.
86
Conduct a patrol on a bicycle.
87
Use impact weapon other than PR-24 and straight baton to subdue suspects.
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Job Task Item
Fill out field interrogation card.
Monitor the compliance of taxicabs with regulations.
Assist bail bondsman in taking fugitives into custody.
Participate in vice calls involving gambling, illegal liquor or prostitutes.
Assist animal control officers.
Respond to complaints of voting irregularities at polling places.
Check security of property in your assigned area.
Interview doctors, family, friends, neighbors, etc. about reported cases of elderly abuse or neglect.
Check validity of operator's license and vehicle registration.
Conduct high speed pursuit in congested and open areas.
Administer roadside sobriety test.
Operate radar.
Check establishments that sell alcohol beverages while on patrol.
Establish field contacts with citizens in patrol area.
Identify stolen or wanted vehicles.
Patrol highways.
Refer persons to other public agencies.
Answer general questions or information requests from public.
Respond to prowler calls.
Manually operate traffic control devices.
Request NCIC check on suspect, weapon, property, etc.
Conduct initial investigation of crime.
Respond to non-criminal calls for service and assistance.
Provide initial negotiation with suspect in hostage situation pending negotiation team arrival.
Extradite prisoners from other states.
Wear body armor on patrol.
Respond to "man with gun" calls.
Assist DNR or other rescue agency to drag from a boat to retrieve body or evidence.
Notify citizens of damage to their property.
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117
Prepare and/or be knowledgable of "wanted" or "Be-On-Lookout-For (BOLO)" list.
118
Secure house or business.
119
Obtain personal evidence (blood, hair, etc.) from persons.
120
Investigate damage to roadway.
121
Identify dangerous or suspicious objects.
122
Identify hazardous materials.
123
Direct activities of assisting units on scene.
124
Detain persons not under arrest.
125
Secure vehicles after arrests and/or collisions.
126
Communicate information on an informal basis to other law enforcement groups.
127
Investigate trespassing call.
128
Conduct crime prevention meetings.
129
Mark items for persons when securing in departmental property room.
130
Perform property checks while owners are absent.
131
Apprehend juvenile.
132
Refer juveniles under investigation to Family Court or DJJ.
133
Handle complaints involving juveniles informally.
134
Respond to bomb threats and assist in the search for bombs.
135
Detect and stop DUI suspects.
136
Present evidence in legal proceedings.
137
Attend squad meetings prior to going on duty.
138
Update dispatch records of officers on calls.
139
Enforce court issued order.
140
Safely remove obstructions from roadway.
141
Escort processions (parades).
142
Complete Uniform Crime Report (UCR) incident report form.
143
Explain nature of complaints to offenders.
144
Take into custody person detained by a citizen.
145
Conduct frisk or patdown.
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146
Determine need for specialized assistance at crime scene.
147
Track / canvass for persons from crime scene.
148
Search vehicles for contraband.
149
Collect and preserve evidence and personal property from crime scenes.
150
Climb over a solid wall to pursue a suspect.
151
Dust and lift latent fingerprints.
152
Fingerprint persons.
153
Secure and protect crime scene before, during and after processing.
154
Analyze and compare crimes for similarity of modus operandi (M.O.).
155
Conduct surveillance of individuals.
156
Recruit informants.
157
Talk with families of suspects.
158
Interview complainants, witnesses, etc.
159
Confer with probation officer during investigation of suspect.
160
Estimate value of stolen or recovered goods.
161
Conduct photographic surveillance.
162
Identify probable causes of traffic collisions.
163
Issue citations in traffic collisions.
164
Follow-up extent of personal injuries resulting from traffic collisions.
165
Review collision with collision investigators.
166
Test operating condition of vehicle.
167
Verify vehicle title information.
168
Confer with prosecutor prior to obtaining warrant.
169
Review reports prior to trial.
170
Patrol riot stricken, civil disturbance, or high crime areas.
171
Destroy injured or rabid animals.
172
Talk with leaders of demonstrations.
173
Forcibly enter residence (kick or force door, etc.).
174
Physically restrain crowds.
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175
Remove injured/unconscious victim 20 feet from life threatening/hazardous situation.
176
Use restraining devices (handcuffs, chains, etc.).
177
Use OC Spray to subdue suspects.
178
Review reports from proceeding shift prior to going on duty.
179
Serve civil process papers.
180
Refer persons to technical emergency services as needed (gas, electric, phone).
181
Provide assistance to emotionally disturbed or mentally retarded persons.
182
Serve as school crossing guard.
183
Ensure that personal demeanor does not offend a person's sensibilities (race, sex, ethnicity, age group, etc.).
184
Provide protective escort for public figures.
185
Deliver emergency and/or death messages.
186
Obtain and present suspect's criminal record for bond hearing.
187
Maintain knowledge of departmental policies related to use of firearms.
188
Explain laws and/or describe hazards to juveniles.
189
Maintain adequate level of emergency supplies and equipment in police car.
190
Alert potential victims to specific crime threats.
191
Fight various types of fires (grass, forest, vehicle, house, etc.).
192
Inspect patrol vehicle for weapons or contraband.
193
Investigate suspicious activity.
194
Identify and patrol potential trouble spots in assigned area.
195
Operate radio in patrol car.
196
Handle records at headquarters.
197
Check drivers for proper license.
198
Explain state vehicle laws and procedures to citizens.
199
Give verbal warnings and commands.
200
Make vehicle stops to effect felony arrests.
201
Transport prisoners other than to jail.
202
Conduct follow-up investigation of crime.
203
Explain point system to violators.
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204
Advise property owners of potentially hazardous conditions.
205
Comfort emotionally upset persons.
206
Investigate unusual odors or sounds.
207
Transport property or evidence.
208
Deliver emergency supplies and equipment.
209
Control and/or direct traffic using flare pattern, traffic cone pattern or vehicle position.
210
Sit continuously for more than half a shift.
211
Photograph prisoner as part of booking process.
212
Detain mentally ill person without court order.
213
Check weapons in and out of detention facility.
214
Search with a court issued search warrant.
215
Request for verification of warrants before service.
216
Conduct formal or informal residential or business security surveys.
217
Organize neighborhood watch groups.
218
Confer with investigator assigned to juvenile operations.
219
Take juveniles into protective custody.
220
Obtain confinement order from Family Court to keep juvenile jailed.
221
Prosecute magisterial/municipal court level DUI case.
222
Arrest DUI suspects.
223
Provide courtroom security.
224
Receive and pass along information about recent crimes at squad meetings.
225
Pursue suspect by jumping over low obstacles.
226
Serve summons to witnesses.
227
Serve eviction notices.
228
Operate vehicle in rain.
229
Arrest persons with a warrant.
230
Instruct arrested persons on rights (based on "Miranda warnings").
231
Transport persons in custody.
232
Conduct warrantless search.
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Participate in raids.
Obtain search warrants.
Make preliminary identification of victim.
Diagram crime scenes.
Examine evidence and personal property from crime scenes.
Take custody of mentally ill, emotionally disturbed or confused persons for their own protection.
Witness autopsies.
Answer victim inquiries regarding progress of a case.
Determine whether incidents are criminal or civil in nature.
Aid in investigations and exchange information with other law enforcement agencies.
Confer with coroner concerning cases.
Trace stolen goods.
Conduct investigation from start to finish.
Interview or interrogate suspects.
Document statements or confessions from witnesses or suspects.
Complete collision report form.
Instruct drivers involved in collision to exchange information.
Inventory personal property of collision victims.
Take statements from witnesses or victims of collision.
Photograph collision scenes.
Review collision with insurance investigators.
Determine status of auto insurance.
Seek to involve the community in various police supported projects.
Inventory impounded vehicles.
Investigate police applicant's background.
Review warrants ensuring that they are valid prior to service.
Review other officers’ cases to be presented to Grand Jury or trial.
Control nonviolent crowds.
Climb over chain link fence to pursue a suspect.
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Discharge weapon at a person.
Lift heavy objects, victim, or evidence in order to remove from hazardous situation or to prevent destruction.
Break up fights involving two or more people.
Use baton to subdue suspects.
Write follow-up reports on original incident.
Monitor tow vehicle operator's compliance with regulations.
Deal with incidents involving shoplifting.
Interview elderly victims.
Photograph latent fingerprints.
Adhere to departmental policies relative to high speed chases.
Attempt to verify the true identity of prisoner prior to booking.
Develop familiarity with structure of community or neighborhood.
Maintain knowledge of community resources.
Direct information requests to appropriate authorities.
Refer gun permit inquiries to appropriate authorities.
Notify authorities of potentially hazardous situations (inoperative traffic lights, missing traffic signs, water/gas leaks, etc.).
Identify wanted suspects.
Mediate family disputes.
Respond as back-up.
Establish rapport with residents or businesses in patrol area.
Request driver's license (D.L.) check with computer.
Investigate criminal activities involving drugs.
Make vehicle stop to effect misdemeanor arrest.
Attend in-service training.
Interview child victims of crimes.
Search inside business or residence for suspect.
Refer to S.C. Code of Laws for information.
Advise victims how to seek prosecution.
Control stray livestock.
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Make entries in patrol log.
Patrol on foot.
Transport animals.
Impound property.
Evaluate driver's capability to operate vehicle.
Issue public contact/warning tickets.
Plan temporary traffic detours.
Communicate with potential suicide victim.
Consult with supervisor to determine proper action.
Push stalled vehicle out of traffic lane.
Notify witnesses to appear without subpoena.
Locate owners of recovered property.
Book prisoner by completing forms.
Locate persons using information from utility companies, schools, etc.
Disarm suspects.
Inspect vehicles for fresh damage.
Coordinate tactical operations.
Restock emergency supplies in patrol unit (flares, fire extinguisher, etc.).
Investigate alcoholic beverage regulations violations.
Participate in community relations programs.
Respond to general information questions from the public.
Confer with juvenile counselor.
Talk with families of juveniles.
Secure disaster scenes.
Attend bail bond hearings.
Pick up children on court orders.
Serve mental health commitments orders.
Operate vehicle on snow or ice covered roads.
Arrest persons without a warrant.
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Make arrest for traffic charge.
Use video and/or audio recording equipment.
Search incident to arrest.
Explain departmental policies to individuals or community groups.
Obtain arrest warrants.
Attempt to locate witnesses of crime by knocking on doors, etc.
Photograph crime scenes.
Package evidence.
Search crime scenes for physical evidence.
Create and conduct photographic line-ups.
Gather intelligence on suspected criminals.
Determine whether recovered property is linked to prior crimes.
Utilize laboratory reports as an aid to investigation (ex. Drug analysis, medical/toxicology reports, etc.).
Utilize criminal records to aid in investigation.
Make use of polygraph in investigation.
Provide procedural information to prospective witnesses for courtroom appearance.
Control a struggling suspect/prisoner.
Preliminarily verify identity of deceased.
Search dead bodies for evidence.
Diagram collision scene.
Instruct drivers involved to report collision to their insurance company.
Investigate collision to identify point of impact.
Take measurements at traffic collision scenes.
Protect traffic collision physical evidence for collection.
Search collision scenes for physical evidence.
Control spectator access at collisions.
Locate documents and information in records system.
Protect handgun while it is being attacked whether in or out of holster.
Screen public access to police records (criminal, accident, etc.).
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Job Task Item
349
Testify in administrative hearings.
350
Escort vehicles or persons through civil disturbances and/or protests.
351
Draw weapon in line of duty.
352
Qualify with authorized (personal “off-duty”) firearms.
353
Maintain personal notes on various cases.
354
Inventory contents of suspect's vehicle.
355
Calm alarmed or panicked person or crowd.
356
Enforce litter laws.
357
Provide protection to threatened persons.
358
Refer and/or transport victims of domestic violence to a shelter.
359
Conduct preliminary interview adult sexual assault victims.
360
Conduct preliminary interview child sexual assault victims.
361
Report elderly abuse or neglect to the Department of Social Services.
362
Confer with school officials on matters pertaining to juveniles.
363
Investigate hit and run collision.
364
Maintain knowledge of local disaster plans and your individual responsibilities.
365
Obtain court order before fingerprinting or photographing a juvenile.
366
Detain/jail suspects arrested by merchants or private security personnel.
367
Secure and protect valuable items (voting boxes, money, etc.).
368
Qualify with department issued firearms.
369
Field strip, properly clean and maintain authorized firearms whether personal (“off-duty”) or department issued.
370
Utilize flashlight.
371
Drive on skid pad.
372
Know various concepts of community trends.
373
Obtain information from various community groups for investigative purpose.
374
Understand when to properly use the NCIC System.
375
Identify evidence at a hate crime.
376
Use tactical communications (“Verbal Judo”).
377
Conduct on-scene assessment of potential physical abuse of children.
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378
Initiate mandatory arrest in a domestic violence incident.
379
Initiate arrest subsequent to a court order (restraining order).
380
Conduct an investigation at a public/private school.
381
Visit schools for presentation purposes.
382
Refer juveniles to social service agencies for reasons other than prosecution.
383
Complete tow slips on towed vehicles.
384
Estimate damage to vehicles and property involved in collisions.
385
Protect persons and property from further injury at collision scene.
386
Search arrested suspects.
387
Use pressure point control on resistive suspect.
388
Strike resistive suspect with officer's hands or feet (personal weapons).
389
Use a baton retention technique when baton is grabbed by suspect.
390
Control a suspect while both of you are on the ground.
391
Take adult victim of abuse or neglect into emergency protective custody.
392
Search vehicle under authority of a warrant.
393
Establish probable cause.
394
Take necessary precautions for bloodborne/airborne pathogens.
395
Operate DataMaster breath testing device.
396
Use deadly force.
397
Have contact with media at direction of Chief/Sheriff/Supervisor.
398
Investigate hate crimes.
399
Issue parking violations (meters, handicap, do not park zones).
400
Properly utilize personal protective equipment.
401
Understand and properly employ Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) first responder responsibilities.
402
Understand/properly carry out assigned duties in accordance with National Incident Management System (NIMS), National
Interagency Incident Management System (NIIMS) & Incident Command System (ICS) requirements.
403
Have an understanding of and adhere to Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) restrictions.
404
Run at least 250 yards to catch fleeing suspect.
405
Crawl under a fence or gate to assist a victim.
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406
Change direction quickly pursuing a subject.
407
Pursue a suspect over trenches and small ditches.
408
Pursue fleeing suspect on foot around obstacles (cars, trees, alleys).
409
Climb through windows in order to gain entry.
410
Climb through openings/crawl spaces, etc.
411
Drag unconscious victims from dangerous situations for at least 20 feet.
412
Climb over 4 foot chain link fence to pursue a suspect.
413
Pursue suspect up and down 2 flights of stairs.
414
Pursue suspect by jumping over low obstacles.
415
Crawl under low obstacles (fence/gate/brush) to pursue a fleeing suspect and/or render aid.
416
Stoop and/or bend to collect evidence.
417
Participate in physical training.
418
Pursue suspect over uneven terrain.
419
Explain the various types of alcohol and the effects on the human body.
420
Identify cues of impaired driving and administer Standardized Field Sobriety Tests.
421
Direct traffic using safety equipment.
422
Direct traffic during different lighting conditions.
423
Handle emergency vehicles while directing traffic.
424
Direct traffic using the team concept.
425
Handle pedestrians while directing traffic.
426
Explain issues pertaining to racial profiling and ethical situations in law enforcement.
427
Identify traits of law enforcement officers and their affects on public perception.
428
Refer to Supreme Court rulings for information.
429
Offer assistance to victims of human trafficking.
430
Provide information to families of crime victims.
431
Understand history of gangs.
432
Recognize gang trends.
433
Understand gang initiations.
434
Recognize common methods of communications used by gangs.
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435
Explain to victims of domestic violence the dynamics of violent relationships.
436
Explain vulnerable adult abuse dynamics.
437
Understand the proper response to an active shooter situation.
438
Understand and operate computers.
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Automobile/keys and spare keys
Baton
Binoculars
Soft Body Armor (hidden vest, exterior vest)
DataMaster
Business Directory
OC Spray
Car Door Lock Opening Device
Chemical Agents (other than OC spray)
Fire Extinguisher Agents
Gasoline Pump
Bloodborne Pathogen Protection Equipment
First Aid Kit
Road Flares
Flashlight
Flexicuffs
Handcuffs/handcuff key
Hand-held Police Radio (Walkie-Talkie)
Illuminated Traffic Baton
Ladder
Manual Traffic Control Device
Photocopier
Public Address System
Traffic Cones
Alley Lights
Radar/Laser Unit
Revolver
Revolver Speed Loader
Rope
Semiautomatic Pistol
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Shotgun
Spotlight
Police Car Radio
Rescue Flotation Device
Lights and Sirens
Rubber Gloves
Barrier Tape
Flotation Vests
Ammunition/Magazine/Clips
Weapon Cleaning Equipment
Fluorescent Vest
Knife
Ankle Shackles
Tire Jack and Lug Wrench
Waist Chains
Whistle
Camera
Rape Victim Evidence Kit
Bloodborne Pathogen Clean Up Equipment
Mouth Dam
WMD Personal Protective Equipment
Computer
On-Board Computer Terminal (MDT)
Fingerprint Kit
Drug Field Test Kit
Passive Alcohol Sensor
Taser
Map of Patrol Area
Audio/Video Equipment
On-Board Mobile Video
Patrol Rifle
Department Issued Cell Phone
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G.P.S. System
Holster (Threat Level 1)
Holster (Threat Level 2)
Holster (Threat Level 3)
Duty Belt
Vehicle Lock Box
Emergency Response ("Go") Bag

